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Reviews

a chorale and five straightforward varia-
tions. The first four variations comprise a 
canon over a tonic pedal, a variation for 
4′ flute and zimbelstern over a dominant 
pedal, running first-inversion chords in 
eighth notes on string celeste, and an 
ornamented 8′ and 11⁄3′ flute solo over 
8′ flute chords. The final variation is a 
plenum finale using a triplet ostinato 
over the melody in first-inversion chords, 
with a very effective modulation from C 
to A-flat.

David Schelat, Fantasy for a Festive 
Occasion. MorningStar Music Pub-
lishers, 10-985, $9.00; 
www.morningstarmusic.com.

David Schelat is the director of 
music at First & Central Presbyterian 
Church in Wilmington, Delaware, and 
also teaches organ at the Music School 
of Delaware. This piece, commissioned 
by Marvin Mills, is very sectional and 
requires fairly good pedal technique. 
The opening section in C minor features 
double pedal with majestic fanfares. The 
next Allegro section doubles in tempo, 
with chord entrances on the second beat 
over running eighth notes in the pedal. 
This is followed by an “open-touch” 
fughetta in G using a bell-like subject 
interrupted by a tripartite solo-accom-
paniment Adagio in G minor, a ten-
measure interlude on celestes in G-flat 
major, and a return to an ornamented 
version of the G-minor theme. The final 
section is a reprise of the Allegro section 
with a pedal solo and coda.

Robert Lind, Children of the Heav-
enly Father. Paraclete Press, PPMO 
1210, $11.25; 
www.paracletepress.com.

Dr. Don Erickson, long-time English 
professor at Augustana College, com-
missioned the prolific Chicago organist-
composer Robert Lind to compose this 
piece in April 2010 in memory of Dr. 
Erickson’s mother, who died the previous 
month. It is an extended 14-page fantasy 
that directly quotes the short hymn tune 
Tryggare kan ingen vara (in honor 
of the Ericksons’ Swedish roots) four dif-
ferent times, the final time in a quodlibet 
with Lasst uns erfreuen. The intro-
ductory pages and lengthy modulating 
interludes are cloaked with melodic and 
harmonic hints of the hymn tune as the 
piece builds to full organ. Although there 
are no specific registrations indicated, 
the piece is filled with many tempo, key, 
and dynamic changes and feels some-
what akin to settings by Lind’s mentor, 
Leo Sowerby.

—Kenneth Udy
University of Utah, Salt Lake City
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On Teaching
Organ Method VII

This month’s column starts with a 
discussion of the ways of using excerpts 
from repertoire as pedal exercises—even 
very early in the process of learning to 
play pedals. I have always suggested this 
to my own students, and, as long as it is 
approached correctly from a technical 
point of view, it has the great advantage 
of being really interesting, more so than 
most scales and exercises. 

We are, these days, in a kind of flux 
about availability of printed music, and 
it is not absolutely clear how to best pro-
vide students with written musical mate-
rial. I am inclined to direct students to 
the various ways of finding pieces, espe-
cially those that are Internet-based, and 
thus convenient, being almost instant. 
That is, I do not expect to include as part 
of this method an anthology of pieces 
or to publish one separately. The wide 
and easy availability of music makes it 
simple for students to choose their own 

pedal passages, for example, though 
of course with as much guidance as a 
teacher (or a method) needs to give. All 
the passages that I mentioned at the end 
of last month’s column, for example, can 
be found through the Internet with ease. 
I am very interested in readers’ thoughts 
and experiences on this point.

The method will contain several “side-
bars” or charts and explanations of vari-
ous practical matters. These will include 
a definition of the pedaling notation—
including mention of my own preference 
for O for heel, rather than U. (I think 
that it is less likely to be confused with or 
mistaken for V), and a description of the 
pitch notation that I employ (C meaning 
the lowest c on the keyboard, c′ meaning 
middle c, and so on). These are all mat-
ters that are not needed in the context of 
these column excerpts, and the question 
of where and how to include them will 

in the end be one of layout and typog-
raphy. However, if anyone reading these 
columns sees something that I appear to 
have failed to explain, I would certainly 
appreciate hearing about it.

This month’s excerpt ends with a bit 
about heel playing, which will then be 
the main subject of next month’s excerpt. 
That will round off the chapter on learn-
ing pedal playing, though of course 
pedal playing will be discussed later on 
in the context of putting hands and feet 
together and learning pieces.

Analyzing a pedal passage
The key to using passages from reper-

toire for pedal practice in the early stages 
of learning to play pedals is to approach 
the process systematically. Working on 
passages like this will move your pedal 
playing along most quickly and lead to 
the most solid results.

As an example of how to analyze and 
practice a pedal passage, let us look at the 

Bach Pedal Exercitium. The opening of 
the piece is shown in Example 1. Through 
this much of the piece, and indeed for 
most of the rest of it as well, a pedaling in 
which the toes of the two feet alternate—
an “alternate-toe pedaling”—is suitable. 
If the left toes play the first note, and the 
toes alternate from then on, the pedaling 
is very comfortable. Once a pedaling is 
set, then it is possible to practice the feet 
separately. This is often a good idea for 
learning any pedal part, even for experi-
enced players. It is a crucial part of good 
practice technique for the early stages of 
learning pedal playing. 

The left-foot part of the opening of 
the Pedal Exercitium begins as shown 
in Example 2, and the right-foot part 
begins as shown in Example 3.

(I have written these as eighth notes. 
They should be played detached, since 
they represent sixteenth notes and, in 
effect, sixteenth-note rests in between the 

notes. Of course, the pedaling in which 
you use the same toes for successive notes 
creates detached articulation. If you keep 
your pedal touch light, the detached 
articulation will not seem choppy or arti-
ficial or abrupt. Move each foot from one 
note to the next with the small arc motion 
that you learned from the exercises above 
[see February and March issues]. Note 
that these right-foot notes would be stag-
gered against the beat in the piece itself.)

Each foot’s part should be practiced 
separately—slowly, lightly, not looking at 
the pedal keyboard, bearing in mind all 
of the things that you have learned about 
foot position—until it feels comfortable. 
Then the two feet should be combined, 
that is, you should play the passage as 
written—all of the notes, still slowly and 
lightly. Work on a little bit at a time—a 
measure or two at first, then three or 
four measures. 

Later on in this piece there is a passage 
that requires a different sort of pedaling 

(see Example 4). With these notes it is 
not possible to use a consistent pattern of 
alternate toes. There is a common-sense 
pedaling that is probably appropriate 
musically and is certainly right when 
using the exercise for practice: right foot 
on the high notes, left foot on the low 
notes (see Example 5). 

With this pedaling the separate feet 
will play as shown in Examples 6 and 
7. When the feet have been practiced 
separately for long enough that the pas-
sage feels comfortable, they can be put 
together. Notice that in this case, the 
intervals required of the right foot are 
quite normal: seconds, thirds, repeated 
notes. The left foot is challenged to 

Example 1

Example 2 Example 3

Example 4

Example 5
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play a very unusual and wide interval, a 
major seventh.

Later still in this piece is a passage that 
does not have an obvious common-sense 
pedaling (see Example 8). Assuming 
that for now we want to use this passage 
as an exercise in all-toe pedaling, a solu-
tion like that shown in Example 9 would 
work. In this pedaling, all the sharps and 
flats are played by the left foot. This will 
enable the left foot to remain forward 
and the right foot back when you put the 
two feet together and they have to cross 
one another. However, the feet should 
first be practiced separately, until each 
foot’s part is thoroughly learned.

The opening pedal solo from the Pach-
elbel D-minor Praeludium is a passage 
in which the pedaling is not completely 
regular, but is fairly straightforward. The 
passage with a pedaling sketched in is 
shown in Example 10. (The unmarked 
middle section can be played with alter-
nating toes.) In beginning to practice the 

separate feet for this passage, notice that 
each foot goes fairly far in the “opposite” 
direction. Take this into account when 
planning for the tilt of the feet and other 
aspects of positioning and posture. 

The Bach Toccata and Fugue in F 
Major, BWV 540, has two very long pedal 
solos near the beginning. Both suggest 
extremely regular pedaling—alternat-
ing toes, starting with the right foot. 
(The last notes of the first solo probably 
constitute an exception to this.) The 
separate foot parts are easy to extract and 
to practice. Since the solos are long, it is 
best to use only a few measures at a time 
as exercises. One passage in the second 
solo requires the left foot to go extremely 
high indeed, and therefore requires a lot 
of attention to foot position. This pas-
sage looks like Example 11; the left foot 
part (assuming alternate toes) looks like 
Example 12. In practicing this left-foot 
part you must be extra attentive to foot 
and leg position. Many players will turn 
in such a way that the comfortable part 
of the left toe for playing these very high 
notes is the very outside edge, with the 
foot almost perpendicular to the floor. 

Ground rules
Let us recap the things to bear in mind 

when using pedal parts extracted from 

pieces as material for the early stages of 
learning to play pedals:

1) For working on toe-only pedaling, 
music written before about 1750 is an 
abundant source of material. 

2) For use as exercises, pedal passages 
should be broken up into fairly short 
segments: typically, increments involving 
about 25 or 30 notes per foot are suitable.

3) The first step is to decide on a ped-
aling. For the purpose under discussion 
here, any pedaling that feels comfortable 
is fine. (Of course it could well happen 
that later on, revisiting the same passage 
for the purpose of learning and perform-
ing the piece, you will want to approach 
the pedaling differently.)

4) Once you have worked out a pedal-
ing, you will know what each foot’s separate 
part is. Practice each foot separately, notic-
ing what intervals each foot travels through 
as it goes from one note to the next. 

5) This practicing should be kept 
extremely slow. If one foot’s part is not—

in the context of the piece itself—rhyth-
mically regular, then it is OK to practice 
it without a steady beat. Just practice the 
shape of the notes.

6) When each foot’s part is well-
learned and comfortable, then it is time 
to put the two feet back together. At this 
stage you should observe correct rhythm, 
and keep the tempo slow enough that 
the notes come accurately and easily. You 
may have to change something about 
foot position in spots where the two feet 
come close together. If so, it is a good 
idea to practice the separate feet again 
briefly in those spots, taking account 
of the new choices about foot position, 
before putting them together again.

Mastering the exercises with which this 
chapter began, and then practicing—and 

also mastering—several pedal passages 
in this way will give you a strong and 
reliable sense of the geography and kin-
esthetics of the pedal keyboard: how to 
find notes. 

Playing with heels
The first step in becoming adept at 

playing pedal notes with the heels is to 
practice a type of simple exercise that 
allows the heels to play without asking 
them yet to find any notes from scratch or 
to do anything too complex. This involves 
finding a raised key—sharp or flat—with 
the toe, and playing adjacent notes with 
the heel. See Examples 13 and 14. These 
can be adapted easily to other similar 
groups of notes. In playing short patterns 
like this, observe the following:

1) When you play the first note (the 
raised key), if you relax your leg and 
foot, where does your heel naturally fall? 
What part of the heel? Is it over the next 
note that you want to play? If not, can 

you bring the heel to the desired key by 
turning the ankle, or is it necessary to 
change the position of the leg a little bit? 

2) What choice have you made about 
which part of the toe to use to play the 
first note? Could you change this? What 
difference would that make in going on 
to play the second note? 

3) Does the gesture of moving from 
the third note to the fourth feel different 
from the gesture of moving from the first 
note to the second (apart from its simply 
being in the opposite direction)?

4) Try playing the notes of the exercise 
lightly detached, as you have been doing 
with the toe-only exercises, but then also 
try making the notes fully legato. Even 
experiment with audible overlapping 
from one note to the next—though this 
may sound odd. Does this feel comfort-
able? Does it suggest anything different 
about foot or leg position? 

(To be continued)  n

Gavin Black is the Director of the Princeton 
Early Keyboard Center in Princeton, New 
Jersey. He can be reached, to offer thoughts 
about the column or for any other purpose, at 
gavinblack@mail.com.
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